THE INVISIBLE MAN

WORKSHEET LEVEL 4

1 Match the characters with the facts. Draw lines between them. Every character has
two facts.
a He is a vicar.

1

b He is called

c He is the

d He went to

e He is an

Thomas.

head of the Port
Burdock police.

school with
Griffin.

angry man.

3

4

5

2

Griffin

Bunting

Marvel

Dr Kemp

Inspector Adye

f He will kill

g Kemp writes a

h He has a heavy

i He lives in a

j He becomes the

anyone who tries
to stop him.

letter to this man.

walking stick.

house on a hill.

landlord of The
Invisible Man pub.
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2 Look at the pictures from the story. Put them in the correct order (1–4) and write a
sentence about each picture.
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3 Complete the crossword. Complete the sentences from the story to find the words.
1

3

2

4

5

6
7

8
9
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Across
1 “And there were three pound
in that desk,” said the vicar. “They’ve gone!”
3 The stranger took all the bottles out of the boxes, and in a minute he started work. He took
out of some of the bottles and started to mix them.
7 “An invisible man can have a lot of
if he has help. I want to steal a lot of
money. And if anyone stops me, I’ll kill them.”
9 Mrs Hall explained to the people of the village that the
was a scientist,
and he was doing important experiments.
Down
2 “You must explain the
to me,” said Kemp. “How did you do it?”
4 Kemp read the letter twice. “This isn’t a
,” he thought. “He’s crazy now,
and he really plans to kill me.”
5 It was early evening, and Dr Kemp was working in the
in his house.
6 Kemp did not
with Griffin. He was a dangerous man and he did not want
him to be angry.
8 “Yes,” said Griffin. “It was very cold, but I saw an empty
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, so I jumped in.”
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4 Answer these questions about Chapter Six.
1 Why did Griffin post his books to a shop in London?

2 Why is going down the stairs not easy if you are invisible?

3 Why did Griffin start the fire?

4 Why was Griffin happy at the end of the chapter?

5 Put the information about the Invisible Man in the correct column.
comes into a room through an open door
eats in a restaurant
sleeps
walks
walks in the snow
wears a few clothes
wears lots of clothes, a beard, glasses and bandages around his face
carries a bag
walks in fog or in the rain
opens a door
steals things when no one is there
is followed by dogs
dies

People will know something strange is
happening when the Invisible Man ...
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People will know nothing about
the Invisible Man when he ...
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6 Write some questions to ask the Invisible Man. What do you want to know about his life?

•
•
•
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7 You are invisible for one day. What do you do? Write about your day.
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